BOY SCOUT and SIMILAR GROUPS SWIMMING POLICY
Revised March 24, 2011, the following policy applies to Boy Scout and similar groups using the
Lehi Legacy Aquatic Center to pass off requirements:
1. Boy Scout troops are welcome to use the Aquatic Center during public hours to work on scouting
issues pertaining to aquatics. We would prefer them to come on Tuesday or Wednesday between 6
and 9 pm. but they are not required to come on those days.
2. The scouts are welcome to use either the leisure or lap pool, with exception of the lap lanes, as long as
they do not interfere with any programs or patrons.
3. If a troop wants to guarantee a spot they can reserve a lap lane for one hour during times that lanes
are available. The cost is $12 per lane per hour for up to 10 scouts and ½ the regular admission price
per scout after that. Scout masters are not included as part of the 10 and should not be charged extra.
There is a maximum of 2 lanes for scout usage available at any one time. If a lane is reserved, the
scouts do not need to pay the regular admission price. If a troop wants to ensure a place in the pool,
renting a lane line is the only way to do it. When scouts come in that have reserved a lane line they will
not be given a wrist band unless they intend to stay after their hour and play, in which case they need
to pay the ½ price admission per person plus the lane line fee of $12 and receive a wristband.
4. Scout troops will not be allowed to take up a lane line if they have not reserved it unless given special
permission from the pool manager on duty at the time. The exception to this rule is on Tuesday and
Wednesday night, only those groups that have reserved a lane line will be allowed to use a lane. If a
scout troop comes in that has not reserved a lane line on a night other than Tues. and Wed. and they
want to work on requirements, the front desk needs to call for the pool manager on duty who will
come up to the lobby and discuss with the leader the chances of using a lane or having space to work
on their requirements.
5. Lane lines should to be rented at least a week in advance if possible. However, if a lane is available it is
possible to rent the lane when they get here. There are certain times of the day that there will not be
any lane lines available for scout use.
6. If a scout troop does not rent a lane line ahead of time there is no guarantee that they will find a place
to work on their requirements.
7. If a lane is not reserved then all of the participants need to pay the regular fee which is ½ off the daily
admission rate if they are working on requirements. If a group comes in to swim but is not working on
any requirements they would get the group rate instead of ½ price.

8. Payment for lane line rentals fee should be made at the pro shop in the aquatics center. The front
desk will only take payment for admission fees if the scouts are here just to swim or want to stay after
working on their requirements.
9. Scouts need to obey the pool rules and should not hang on the lane lines. If a lane line is broken they
will be expected to replace it. For lane line reservations call 801-768-7124 Ext. 2316.

